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Abstract: Asia is the major contributor to global aquaculture production in quantity, accounting
for almost 90%. These practices lead to extensive land-use and land-cover changes in coastal areas,
and thus harm valuable and sensitive coastal ecosystems. Remote sensing and GIS technologies
contribute to the mapping and monitoring of changes in aquaculture, providing essential information
for coastal management applications. This study aims to investigate aquaculture expansion and
spatio-temporal dynamics in two Chinese river deltas over three decades: the Yellow River Delta
(YRD) and the Pearl River Delta (PRD). Long-term patterns of aquaculture change are extracted based
on combining a reference layer on existing aquaculture ponds for 2015 derived from Sentinel-1 data
with annual information on water bodies extracted from the long-term Landsat archive. Furthermore,
the suitability of the proposed approach to be applied on a global scale is tested based on exploiting
the Global Surface Water (GSW) dataset. We found enormous increases in aquaculture area for the
investigated target deltas: an 18.6-fold increase for the YRD (1984–2016), and a 4.1-fold increase for
the PRD (1990–2016). Furthermore, we detect hotspots of aquaculture expansion based on linear
regression analyses for the deltas, indicating that hotspots are located in coastal regions for the
YRD and along the Pearl River in the PRD. A comparison with high-resolution Google Earth data
demonstrates that the proposed approach can detect spatio-temporal changes of aquaculture at
an overall accuracy of 89%. The presented approach has the potential to be applied to larger spatial
scales covering a time period of more than three decades. This is crucial to define appropriate
management strategies to reduce the environmental impacts of aquaculture expansion, which are
expected to increase in the future.
Keywords: aquaculture; food security; Landsat; Sentinel-1; temporal analysis; river delta; coastal region;
China; Asia

1. Introduction
One major land-use and land-cover change of the last decades in coastal areas can be attributed
to the expansion of aquaculture. Aquaculture defines any sort of aquatic organisms farmed and
harvested in aqua farms, which are almost exclusively destined for human food consumption [1].
The majority of aquaculture is farmed in inland aquaculture basins, accounting for 63% of global
production [1]. Aquaculture is the sector of food production systems with the highest growth rates.
Several studies pointed out that aquaculture has the potential to reduce poverty across the world [2–4].
Due to population growth, aquaculture as a controlled system of protein production is powerful
in contributing to food security and covering future nutrition demands, which positively influences
human well-being [5,6].
Asia is the hotspot region of global aquaculture production, accounting for 89.4% in 2016, followed
by North and South America with 4.2%, Europe with 3.7%, Africa with 2.5%, and Oceania with 0.3% [7].
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Thirteen Asian nations are among the top 25 producers of farmed aquatic species. The increase
in aquaculture production for China has been enormous between 1995–2014 [1]. Country-wise, China
is by far the top producer; it contributed 61.6% to the aquaculture production worldwide in 2014 [1].
The enormous quantities of aquaculture goods produced in Asian aquafarms require high amounts
of natural resources, such as land, water, and aquatic species, as well as non-natural resources, such as
feeds, antibiotics, and artificial fertilizers [1]. The negative effects of aquaculture production on the state
of the environment—especially the animal producing sector—are evident. The aquaculture industry
heavily pollutes the surrounding waters both freshwater bodies or streams and seawater. Wastewater
created during aquaculture production is often discharged unfiltered [8], causing the accumulation of
pharmaceuticals [9] and heavy metals [10], accelerating eutrophication [5], and enhancing harmful algal
blooms [11–13]. To make room for aquaculture ponds in coastal areas, mangrove forests get logged,
which contribute to coastal protection, are key nursery habitats, and were found to positively impact
filtration, e.g., of heavy metals [14,15]. Heavy metals originating in the industry can already be detected
in aquaculture products [16], and the amounts even exceed Chinese safety guidelines [10]. Besides the
pollution and deforestation of mangroves, the water consumption of aquaculture production leads
to the excessive extraction of groundwater, which increases salinity [17]. Through groundwater
pumping in the YRD, subsidence rates are higher than local and global sea-level rise, which exposes the
population of Asian mega-deltas to various risks such as storm surges, saline groundwater, intensified
flooding, and shoreline retreat [18].
Thus, aquaculture production is detrimental to the environment, and it will further expand [19].
In this context, it is fundamental to assess the dimensions on aquaculture and provide solid data
for management applications. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) provides the only
global database on fisheries and aquaculture, which is commonly used in science and policy [20].
However, the reliability of this database has been called into question, assuming that numbers are
underestimating reality, and improved monitoring is demanded [19]. Therefore, remote sensing serves
to provide additional and objective information of aquaculture development and its provoked land-use
and land-cover changes.
Remote sensing technologies can serve as a useful tool to determine aquaculture extent, and its
dynamics and results may operate as an additional and independent source of data. Additionally,
spatio-temporal patterns of aquaculture become discernible, which is crucial for the management of its
expansion and its resources, to guarantee the maintenance of its positive implications and lower its
negative effects. Different approaches exist to observe and quantify aquaculture based on remote sensing
and GIS techniques using Landsat imagery. To assess bi-temporal changes in shrimp aquaculture,
supervised classification approaches have been applied [21], and change detection methods were
undertaken to reveal the influence of aquaculture on coastal ecosystems [22–26]. However, the majority
of these studies investigate small-scale regions, e.g., single bays or lagoons [21,25], a few villages [26],
or parts along the coastline [22,24], and rather focus on the quantification of aquaculture area. However,
bitemporal approaches provide only a snapshot between two time points. To identify robust trends
of aquaculture, assessments based on long-term time series are needed. Landsat data provide the
ideal basis to firstly carry out an assessment on large spatial to global scales, and secondly, to detect
spatio-temporal patterns of aquaculture expansion on multi-temporal scales. However, the spatial
resolution of Landsat imagery is not sufficient to accurately map aquaculture on a single pond level,
which is crucial to assess spatio-temporal dynamics within the deltas. Thus, high-resolution data is
necessary to accurately map aquaculture ponds and quantify their size and shape, and especially to
distinguish between single aquaculture ponds [27].
To cover the spatio-temporal requirements of aquaculture analyses, Landsat Surface Reflectance
(SR) data and Sentinel-1 imagery are used to exploit the large potential of the open Landsat archive
with multispectral satellite data spanning time periods of more than 30 years. With the focus on coastal
aquafarms, the goal of this study is to estimate increases in aquaculture area and reveal the dynamics
and possible hotspots of aquaculture expansion in coastal areas of two target deltas in China: the Yellow
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River Delta (YRD) and Pearl River Delta (PRD). The results of this study serve to demonstrate the
potentials and limitations of aquaculture quantification through long-term Landsat imagery and
highlight differences in the assessment among the case study regions.
Although the Landsat program provides data for long time periods, Landsat’s spatial resolution of
30 m is a limiting factor for detecting small-scale features such as aquaculture ponds [27,28]. Therefore,
this study combines the advantage of high spatial resolution Sentinel-1 data having a resampled spatial
resolution of 10 m for precise aquaculture pond mapping with the temporal component of Landsat
imagery for analyzing historical aquaculture patterns.
2. Study Areas and Data
2.1. Study Areas
The study area comprises the YRD and the PRD in China (Figure 1). The Yellow River has a comparatively
low water flow, but transports the highest sediment loads worldwide, which originate in the country’s
Loess Plateau and supply the floodplains with valuable nutrients [29]. The delta region is characterized by
rapid economic growth and urban expansion, both accompanied by heavy pollution [30–33]. In addition,
groundwater extraction reaches alarming proportions, which are mainly caused by aquaculture, and the
salt content exceeds that of seawater in some parts of the delta [18]. The PRD is highly populated and lies
within the center of the Guangdong province. The delta includes mega-cities with a population of more
than 10 million. The whole delta is undergoing enormous urbanization processes, and single cities tend to
become one large interwoven urban complex [34,35]. Nonetheless, the majority of the population is still
living in non-urban parts, and agriculture is a popular practice within the PRD. Heavy metal pollution
originating from industry and aquaculture is a big concern, which is also evident in farmed aquatic species
destined for food consumption [10]. The use of pharmaceuticals in aquaculture is further accelerating
pollution processes [9]. Many coastal areas in China have to deal with heavy pollution, but the PRD exceeds
the usual parameters [10].

Figure 1. Map of the two investigated deltas.

Aquaculture has a long tradition in Asia and has undergone tremendous expansion—mainly
along the coasts of China and its major river deltas. China, with 62% of total aquaculture production,
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is by far the world’s largest producer of cultured aquatic organisms [1]. The Chinese provinces of
Guangdong and Shandong—which include the YRD and PRD, respectively—contribute the highest
shares to the national aquaculture volume produced in China, and our selected study sites are also one
of the world’s largest and most significant aquaculture production centers.
2.2. Data
This study uses a reference dataset with spatial explicit information on aquaculture ponds for the
year 2015. The dataset covers both deltas, and was derived by the authors in a previous study [27]
by exploiting Sentinel-1A time series acquired between September 2014 and September 2016. For the
PRD and the YRD, a total of 174 and 66 Sentinel-1A data in the Interferometric Wide-Swath (IW)
acquisition mode and Ground Range Detected High Resolution (GRDH) format were processed to
obtain temporally smoothed time series. Terrain information derived from Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) Version 3.0 Global 1 arc second dataset (SRTMGL1) digital elevation model (DEM) data
and accurate coastline data provided by the Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources
Research (IGSNRR) Chinese Academy of Sciences [36,37] were utilized to identify and mask potential
aquaculture areas. An open source segmentation algorithm supported the object-based extraction of
aquaculture ponds based on backscatter intensity, size, and exemplary features. The resulting layers
in vector format contain the derived footprints of each extracted pond, and feature overall accuracy
levels of 80% and 88% for the YRD and the PRD, respectively. When assessing aquaculture with Earth
observation data, it is challenging to delineate between artificial and natural water surfaces, as they
have similar spectral properties. We coped with this by using the Sentinel-1 derived aquaculture layer
as a baseline for our analyses.
For the long-term analysis of aquaculture ponds, multispectral Level-2 Landsat SR data are used
provided as an analysis ready data cube by the Google Earth Engine (GEE: https://earthengine.google.
com/) team, which co-locates a petabyte scale satellite data archive with vast processing capabilities [38].
The Level-2 Landsat SR data guarantee for atmospherically corrected surface reflectance following
the principles of the Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System (LEDAPS) for
Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 imagery [39] and the Landsat Surface Reflectance Code (LaSRC) for Landsat 8
imagery [40]. Besides, the Landsat SR data contain the so-called CFmask band containing per-pixel
quality information on land, water, cloud, and cloud shadow based on the Function of mask (Fmask)
algorithm [41]. We used the CFmask band to perform cloudmasking. In total, 4032 Landsat SR scenes
are processed in this study, of which 75% originate from Landsat 5, followed by 8% and 17% originating
from Landsat 7 and Landsat 8, respectively. For the YRD, a total of 1908 scenes are used, which are
sufficient to generate cloud-free image composites for every year between 1984–2016 (Figure 2). For the
PRD, a total of 2124 scenes are used to generate annual composites with gaps for the years 2010, 2012,
and 2015 due to insufficient data coverage.
In addition, in this study, the GSW dataset was used to evaluate its suitability as a readily
available water mask product for a potentially global scale application of this approach, and is used
as an alternative to custom tailored water masks derived from the Landsat SR data archive for the
two target deltas. Besides, we used the GSW dataset to assess natural water bodies for the first year
of observation (see Section 3.1). It is a global raster dataset on inland water surfaces that consists
of a variety of products containing data on global water dynamics and extents. It can be assessed
through the GSW Explorer initiated by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre. For this
study, the yearly history dataset is used, which is available via the GEE platform. It is based on Landsat
Top of Atmosphere data, and is available from 1984 to 2015 [42].
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Figure 2. Available Level-2 Landsat SR data in the Yellow River Delta (YRD) and the Pearl River Delta
(PRD), from 1984–2016.

3. Methodology
The method exploits the favorable characteristics of Sentinel-1 for high spatial resolution water
body mapping together with the advantages of the Landsat archive for long-term analyses of land
surface dynamics. First, Sentinel-1AB is used for the mapping of the current aquaculture extent at 10-m
spatial resolution, which was already described in detail in [27]. Subsequently, the derived pond layer
is used in combination with annual water masks derived from historic Landsat data. The approach
is based on the assumption that (1) due to the continuous and rapid development of aquaculture
worldwide, the current spatial extent of aquaculture ponds resembles the maximum status compared
to previous years; and (2) that ponds identified for the reference year 2015 can be assumed to be ponds
also in previous years when permanently filled with water in these years.
3.1. Aquaculture Area Classification
The annual water masks for each focus region are generated according to the following six steps
(Figure 3). Firstly, for every target year, all the available Landsat images are selected, and cloud and
cloud shadow masking is performed based on the CFmask band. Secondly, the Normalized Difference
Water Index (NDWI) is calculated for every Landsat image using the green and near infrared (NIR)
bands, according to [43], to better identify the water surfaces within the deltas. The third step focuses
on calculating spectral-temporal features to exploit the temporal characteristics of aquaculture ponds
for the classification process. Aquaculture ponds can be generally described as permanent water
bodies [27], in contrast to e.g., temporarily inundated rice paddy fields, which are the main source
of confusion in this approach. Therefore, temporal metrics, i.e., the 10th and the 90th percentiles
are calculated at the pixel basis from all the cloud-free NDWI observations within the target year.
The difference between the lowest (10th percentile) and the highest (90th percentile) stable NDWI
values within the year serves as a good indicator for the persistence of inundation supporting the
accurate differentiation between aquaculture and rice paddy fields [8]. Fourth, a threshold was defined
to separate pixels attributed to land or water, which results in a binary mask separating permanent
water surfaces from land areas. The threshold for every river delta was defined empirically by trial and
error (Table A1), and was validated by interpreting high-resolution Google Earth imagery. In the fifth
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step, using the Sentinel-1 aquaculture pond layer from 2015 as a mask, the proportion of water area
within each pond was quantified for each year based on the respective Landsat water mask. In the last
step, we determined the final Landsat aquaculture layer. Therefore, ponds were filtered according to
their amount of relative water coverage. Thereby, different thresholds were empirically tested using
the Sentinel-1 aquaculture layer for 2015 in combination with high spatial resolution Google Earth
imagery. For each year, only pond objects that had at least one-third of their surface area covered with
water were retained as valid aquaculture ponds. The low threshold on relative water coverage can be
explained by the spatial discrepancies resulting from the usage of different data sources (Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) versus multispectral) and their respective properties (30-m versus 10-m spatial
resolution). As can be seen from Figure 4, it is evident that detected water surfaces and pond structures
show generally corresponding patterns; however, they do not match perfectly to each other for the
reasons mentioned above.
Permanent natural water bodies that are converted to aquaculture in later years are one source
of error leading to overestimations of aquaculture. These water areas are generally identified as
aquaculture throughout the entire observation period, regardless of their actual time point of conversion.
Therefore, based on the GSW data, we retrieve annual water masks of the starting year of investigation
for each delta assessed with Landsat SR data. We manually remove artificial water surfaces such as
aquaculture ponds by visual interpretation with the help of high-resolution Google Earth imagery.
These result in one layer per delta, representing the natural water body extent for the beginning
of the observation period of each delta, i.e., 1984 for the YRD and 1990 for the PRD. For the latter,
we mosaicked the yearly GSW data between 1990–1994 before creating the water mask. Based on these
layers, we identify those natural water bodies for each delta that have been converted to aquaculture
in later years during the observation period. The proportion of these erroneously identified ponds
(false positives) in relation to all ponds can be used as an indicator for the degree of uncertainty related
to this type of error.
Furthermore, to assess the suitability of the GSW water masks as a readily available substitute
to the custom-tailored Landsat water masks, an additional aquaculture layer was generated for each
year for which GSW data were available. This was done by replacing steps 1–4 with the annual water
masks from the GSW dataset.

Figure 3. Workflow diagram on creating Landsat aquaculture layers and assessing aquaculture dynamics.

Figure 4. Detected permanent water bodies overlaid by the Sentinel-1 aquaculture layer for 2015.
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3.2. Spatial Analysis
To support additional spatial–temporal analyses of aquaculture patterns, a uniform hexagonal
grid was defined for both deltas with a diameter of 4000 m for the inscribed circle, which allows
cross-delta comparisons. Subsequently, aquaculture polygons were converted into point data and
were distinctly assigned to the hexagon into which they fall. In this way, for each hexagonal cell,
the number of aquaculture ponds and aquaculture area in square meters was aggregated for each
year. To identify hotspot zones of aquaculture expansion and robustly quantify the increase in land
consumption of the aquaculture sector, a linear regression analysis was conducted, whereby time
(at annual intervals) is the explanatory variable, and the aquaculture area (in square meters) is the
response variable. The regression analysis was undertaken for each hexagon of the delta landscape,
which resulted in a total of 3346 individual regression models (494 for the YRD and 2852 for the PRD).
We define hotspots as a hexagon with increasing aquaculture size during our observation period.
3.3. Accuracy Assessment
We collected reference data using high-resolution imagery available via Google Earth, which is
a frequently used source for ground truth reference data in remote sensing studies [44]. The PRD
serves as exemplary for validating the approach regarding assessing the temporal dynamics within the
delta regions, since this delta showed the best coverage of high-resolution satellite data for different
time points throughout the observation period. We examined available historic high-resolution
imagery and collected suitable reference information for 2004, 2014, and 2015. We compared mapping
results with reference data for two classes in order to robustly evaluate the approach focusing on
aquaculture dynamics: (1) aquaculture ponds detected in the reference year 2015 that were also
mapped as aquaculture in the evaluation years, i.e., the class stable aquaculture; and (2) aquaculture
ponds detected in the reference year 2015 that have not been mapped as aquaculture in the remaining
evaluation years, i.e., class aquaculture change. In total, we selected 60 aquaculture ponds for each
class by random sampling evenly for all the years of evaluation. Finally, from the evaluation results,
we calculated standard measures of accuracy, i.e., the producer’s, the user’s, and the overall accuracy
as well as Cohen’s kappa coefficient [45].
4. Results
4.1. Accuracy Assessment of Aquaculture Area Classification
A comparison of detected ponds against the Sentinel-1 reference mask for the year 2015 reveals
the superiority of using the high spatial resolution Sentinel-1 SAR sensor (Table 1). Around 80% and
63% of aquaculture ponds in the YRD and the PRD respectively by the Sentinel-1 Aquaculture Layer
could be detected by the combined approach with Landsat. When considering the aquaculture area,
numbers increase to 95% for the YRD and 81% for the PRD, which indicates that agreement between
the two approaches improves, particularly for large ponds.
Table 1. Comparison of detected aquaculture by [27] and our approach for the year 2015.
YRD

PRD

19,700
828.6

264,894
1050.7

15,270
80.1
791.2
95.5

169,194
63.9
853.1
81.2

Sentinel-1 Aquaculture Layer
Number of ponds
Total aquaculture pond areas (km2 )
Landsat Aquaculture Layer
Number of detected ponds
Number of detected ponds (%)
Total pond area detected (km2 )
Total pond area detected (%)
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The absolute validation of mapping results for the PRD (see Table 2) reveals an overall accuracy
of 89% and a kappa of 0.78, which can be categorized as a substantial agreement between the mapped
results and the reference data [46]. Particularly high was the producer’s accuracy for stable aquaculture
ponds. For the class stable ponds, 59 out of 60 were correctly identified as ponds for the reference
year 2015 and the respective target year. However, only 48 out of 60 ponds were correctly classified
as the class aquaculture change, i.e., existing ponds in the reference year 2015 that did not yet exist
in the other evaluation years. Generally, producer’s and users’s accuracies are imbalanced for the two
classes, resulting from an overestimation of stable aquaculture and an underestimation of the class
aquaculture change.
Table 2. Accuracies and kappa obtained by the accuracy assessment for the PRD.
Producer’s Accuracy
stable aquaculture
98.3

User’s Accuracy

aquaculture change
80.0

stable aquaculture
83.1

aquaculture change
98.0

Overall Accuracy
89.0

Kappa
0.78

The evaluation of permanent natural water bodies for the YRD revealed that 6.7% of all ponds are
identified as natural water surfaces, which coincides with 3.8% of the total aquaculture area (Table 3).
For the PRD, 3.9% of the aquaculture ponds are considered to be natural water, which corresponds to
7.9% of the aquaculture area.
Table 3. Assessment of natural water bodies within the target deltas.

Number of Ponds (%)
Area of Ponds (%)

YRD

PRD

6.7
3.8

3.9
7.9

We found enormous increases in aquaculture area for both target deltas (Figure 5). Based on
Landsat SR data, the minimum aquaculture area in the YRD occurred in 1984 with 42 km2 , whereby
the maximum is evident in 2015 with 779 km2 . This reveals a total increase of 1856%. Based on GSW
data, the aquaculture area shows a total increase of 722%. The annual increase of 22 km2 is equal for
both the Landsat and the GSW data (Landsat SR data: adj. R2 = 0.95, p-value = < 2.2 ×10−16 ; GSW
data set: adj. R2 = 0.91, p-value = < 2.2 ×10−16 ). We observe the overall minimum of aquaculture area
for the PRD in 1991 with 187 km2 . The annual increase in aquaculture area assessed with Landsat
data is 25 km2 (adj. R2 = 0.91, p-value = 2.64 ×10−10 ). Considering the aquaculture area for the PRD
assessed with Landsat data, we found an increase of 406% with 207 km2 in 1990 and 839 km2 in 2016
(adj. R2 = 0.91, p-value = 2.64 ×10−10 ). Based on GSW data (adj. R2 = 0.75, p-value = 5.362 ×10−7 ),
our findings revealed an overall increase of 279% from 241 km2 to 674 km2 in the period from 1988
to 2015. The annual increase is different for Landsat SR data and GSW, with 16 km2 and 25 km2 ,
respectively. However, we identify a clear upward trend of aquaculture changes for both datasets.
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Figure 5. Trend in aquaculture area for the YRD and the PRD based on Global Surface Water (GSW) data
and Landsat Surface Reflectance (SR) data with adjusted R2 and p-value obtained from the regression
analysis, including the 95% confidence region.

4.2. Spatial Variations in Aquaculture Area
Figure 6 depicts the spatial-temporal aquaculture dynamics for the YRD for the time period
from 1984 to 2016. The dynamics of aquaculture for both deltas are visualized with a color palette
from blue (early in time) to dark red (late in time) with a corresponding grading in color for
each year (Figures 6 and 7). The size of the aquaculture ponds is comparatively large; the shape is
predominantly elongated, but also squared. Within the whole delta, aquaculture concentrates in the
coastal regions, in particular at the northern and southern coast. Some minor misclassifications occur
for a small number of ponds, e.g., within the course of the river.
The aquaculture within the PRD (Figure 7) is characterized by small mean pond sizes. The map
shows the dynamics of aquaculture for the time period from 1990 to 2016, but due to insufficient data
coverage, the years 2010, 2012, and 2015 are not included in the analysis. The shape of the ponds is
elongated or square-shaped. Most aquaculture ponds concentrate along the branches of the river or
along the coast. The detailed extent within the map shows aquaculture at one of the river mouths
within the delta. This spatial detail shows very clearly how aquaculture development gradually
expanded from the coast toward inland within the course of the observation period.

Figure 6. Aquaculture dynamics for the YRD from 1984 to 2016.
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Figure 7. Aquaculture dynamics for the PRD from 1984 to 2016.

4.3. Temporal Patterns And Hotspots
We carried out a spatial explicit regression analysis based on a hexagon landscape to reveal
aquaculture patterns over time and identify hotspot areas (Figures 8 and 9). The maps reveal the
trend of aquaculture development for the observed time period and for each 4000 m hexagon within
the delta landscape (each hexagon area corresponds to approximately 13 million m2 ). For areas
without aquaculture, no hexagons where generated. The observed trends are divided into four
classes: (1) increase in aquaculture area, (2) decrease in aquaculture area, (3) no observed trend,
or (4) no significant change (p-value ≤ 0.05). Additionally, we grouped the average annual increase
in area of aquaculture (class 1) according to the slope values retrieved from the regression analysis.
The division into classes was made according to the Jenks’ Natural Breaks algorithm [47], and the
resulting values were rounded for reasons of clarity.
We divided the YRD into a total of 494 hexagons (Figure 8). Only 1.0% of the hexagons show a decrease
in aquaculture area, and 9.7% reveal no significant trend. For 89.4%, we observe an increase in aquaculture
area from 1984 to 2016. For approximately 63.0% of all hexagons, the aquaculture increase is < 30,000 m2.
A total of 8.5% of the hexagons are characterized by high (180,000–290,000 m2) and very high (>290,000 m2)
increases per year. Considering the spatial distribution of these two classes and the medium increase class
(90,000–180,000 m2), major increases in aquaculture area are present at the coastline of the delta, and major
decreases are present within the central southern part of the delta.
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Figure 8. Temporal patterns and hotspots of aquaculture expansion for the YRD.

The PRD is divided into a total of 2852 hexagons (Figure 9). No significant trend is present for
15.8%; 1.4% reveals a declining trend in regard to aquaculture area, and for 0.1%, no trend is apparent.
The parts of the delta for which we observe a decrease are mainly located at the coastline or on offshore
islands of the region. We observe an increase in aquaculture area from 1990 to 2016 for 82.7% of the
hexagons. The high-area increase classes (40,000–80,000 m2 and >80,000 m2 ) are mostly located close
to the Pearl River and at some areas along the west coast of the delta.

Figure 9. Temporal patterns and hotspots of aquaculture expansion for the PRD.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Increase in Aquaculture Area
One major aim of this study was to investigate the change in aquaculture area within the
observed time period for two Chinese deltas: the YRD and the PRD. Our findings reveal an expansion
in aquaculture area for both deltas based on Landsat SR and GSW data.
We detect the highest relative and total increase for the YRD (a 18.6-fold increase in aquaculture area
from 1984–2016). This is in accordance with findings showing that the Shandong province is the main
aquaculture producer along China’s coastal regions [48]. Aquaculture is a major expanding land-cover
type within the YRD [18,31]. Another factor that might contribute to aquaculture expansion is the large
size of single aquaculture ponds within the YRD, which adds a high amount of aquaculture area per
year caused by comparatively few additional ponds. The size of aquaculture ponds also supports that
the aquaculture production in the YRD is rather commercial than on the small household or subsistence
scale [49]. The GSW results reveal a 7.1-fold increase in area (1984–2015) for the YRD; thereby, increases
in aquaculture area are considerably lower. Water areas might be overestimated for the beginning
of the observation period, which would cause the overall increase in aquaculture area to be lower.
Both datasets reveal the same annual increase in aquaculture area with 22 km2 , indicating a good
correspondence between the two data sets for the YRD. However, our findings reveal that aquaculture
area is higher when using GSW data throughout the entire observation period. A main reason for this
is that we observed large areas at the coast to be identified as water, e.g., seasonally flooded land-cover
types such as wetlands and floodplains. By manually defining thresholds, this observation was not
present for the tailor-made water masks, and the overall aquaculture area results were lower.
For the PRD, we found a 4.1-fold increase based on Landsat data, and a 2.8-fold increase based
on the GSW data set. The magnitude of aquaculture expansion is again lower for the assessment
with GSW data, and can be justified based on the assumptions made in the previous paragraph.
The increase in aquaculture area is relatively low for the PRD when compared to the findings for the
YRD. This might be caused by rapid urban growth within the Pearl Delta region. In the past decades,
a major part of the delta’s former agriculture area has been turned into building land for real estate
and industry [50,51]. As a consequence, it is no longer available for aquaculture production. Besides,
the PRD became the biggest urban region in size and population [52], and urban density increased
during the last decades [35], which rather promotes urbanization than increases in aquaculture for some
parts of the delta. Although the total increase in aquaculture area is lower for the PRD, its expansion
in area of 632 km2 (Landsat SR data) and 279 km2 (GSW dataset) is considerable. This leads to the
conclusion that aquaculture is still maintaining and increasing, even in one of the most populated
urban region worldwide such as the PRD. The annual increase in aquaculture area of approximately
25 km2 (Landsat SR data) and 16 km2 (GSW data set) reveals dissimilar results, with a 9-km2 higher
annual increase in aquaculture area by using Landsat SR data. One possible reason might be the small
aquaculture pond size in the PRD, whereby tailor-made water masks based on annual Landsat SR data
are more suitable to be used than the readily available GSW products. Additionally, aquaculture area
retrieved from Landsat data reveals more consistent and robust results (adj. R2 : 0.91) than the GSW
data-based analysis (adj. R2 0.75) within the PRD. The total aquaculture area assessed with GSW data
is higher at the beginning of the observation period, and is lower from 2007 onwards. This pattern
also supports that (1) water surfaces are overestimated within the GSW dataset when aiming to detect
aquaculture, and (2) smaller aquaculture ponds are better detected by using manually created water
masks. Therefore, the applicability of the GSW dataset is different for both deltas. However, based on
our results, trends and annual increases are similar, which is promising for using the GSW data for
a global aquaculture analysis.
To conclude, aquaculture dynamics are characterized by notable expansions of aquaculture area
within the observed time period. From an economic point of view, an increase in aquaculture is
likely to be followed by economic growth [53], a decrease in poverty [2,3], and an increase in welfare
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on the individual basis [4]. From a nature conservation point of view, increases in aquaculture
area are linked with the increasing ecological vulnerability of the delta regions ranging from
salinization [54] over pollution [5,9,30] to wetland change and mangrove removal [55–57]. We found
the following. (1) The increase in aquaculture varies in terms of magnitude among the two deltas.
(2) Aquaculture pond structures, e.g., pond size, have substantial differences for the investigated deltas.
In addition, the study areas have different environmental geographical characteristics. In tropical
and subtropical coastal regions, the clear-cutting of coastal forest (mainly mangrove forests) is
a major environmental impact [57]. This can be attributed to the rapid development of aquaculture
in many regions, among other human-induced land-use changes. The PRD is located in a subtropical
climate, and the rapid socioeconomic development, along with the development of aquaculture, rice
agriculture, and urbanization has caused a large-scale loss of coastal ecosystems, e.g., mangrove
areas. The YRD encloses one of the largest wetlands in China, and oil exploration and aquaculture
activities along its coastal zone has led to a large-scale loss of valuable salt marshes and reed belts
during the past decade [58]. These facts emphasize why aquaculture management requires tailor-made
conservation strategies.
5.2. Dynamics And Hotspots of Aquaculture
For both deltas, our results reveal clear hotspot patterns of aquaculture expansion (Figures 8 and 9).
We expected hotspots to be located at the coast and along the river course of the deltas, which was
mainly due to an easy water supply. Our findings support this hypothesis, although with remarkable
differences among the two deltas.
We found hotspots of aquaculture expansion within the YRD predominantly along the coast.
This is in accordance with findings from [31], who found increases in cultivated aquatic surfaces
primarily in coastal areas. Additionally, the authors stated that aquaculture expansion is characterized
by a coastward movement with the strongest increases in area within 35 km from the coastline in 2010,
which coincides with the results of our study. Aquaculture is often located in coastal areas, as coasts
provide easy access to water resources, and they belong to low-lying regions, which are favorable for
aquaculture production [59]. Our results reveal a decrease in aquaculture area in the central southern
part of the delta, mainly between the two cities Dongying and Guangrao. Especially, Dongying has
transferred from a small village to a hotspot of oil industry [60], also promoting economic development,
and consequently urban growth [60,61]. The authors of [62] found an urban growth rate of roughly
62% from 2007 to 2013 for parts of Dongying city.
On the contrary, for the PRD, the hotspots of aquaculture increase are located along the course
of the river (Figure 9). In the PRD, aquaculture is traditionally located along the river, as farmers
can easily fill ponds with freshwater from the river [63]. Consequently, this pattern is still apparent,
and the findings assume that additional aquafarms have been created along the Pearl River during
the observation period. Simultaneously, several areas along the coast show a decrease in aquaculture
from 1990 to 2016. This might be a consequence of urban land expansion, as the PRD is characterized
by major industrial and urban growth [34], as well as increases in urban density [35]. The urban
dynamics of the PRD are of unique intensity and morphology, thereby creating novel settlement types:
mega-regions [35,64].
To sum up, we found hotspots of aquaculture expansion to be mainly located along the coast
(YRD) and rivers (PRD). This revealed pattern is hazardous, as waste water is often discharged without
treatment in aquaculture production [8]. Therefore, it can be assumed that an increase in aquaculture
production in the investigated deltas is contributing to a deterioration of water quality. Urban and
industrial activities cause additional water pollution with heavy metals [15], water quality is especially
poor in Chinese delta regions [10,30,32]. As water for aquaculture farming is mainly withdrawn from
the Pearl River, the polluted water within the aquaculture ponds is absorbed by the farmed aquatic
species, and heavy metals can be detected in cultured fish [16,65]. Heavy metal contamination is even
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considered as a public health concern [10]. Therefore, our results give an impression of why such
measured values and impurities with heavy metals occur.
5.3. Potentials And Limitations of This Study
We use Landsat SR data to identify the spatio-temporal dynamics of aquaculture over the last
decades. However, optical satellite data are vulnerable to the effects of clouds, and thus are restricted
for applications in cloud-prone areas [66]. High cloud coverage influences the quality of annual
composites in this study, which might be an explanation for the annual fluctuations within the results
for the aquaculture area. Therefore, data quality and availability are the major constraints of this study.
Another limitation for detecting the water areas of aquaculture with Landsat imagery is the coarse
spatial resolution of 30 m. A high proportion of aquaculture ponds from the Sentinel-1 aquaculture
layer is not detected based on Landsat SR data. Therefore, the aquaculture area might even be
considerably higher than that observed by our study. Furthermore, the outcomes of the accuracy
assessment show that aquaculture ponds often fail to be detected for the past years. A major reason
to be named is the coarse spatial resolution of Landsat imagery, as large ponds in the YRD are more
suitable for being detected than the smaller aquaculture ponds of the PRD. Therefore, aquaculture
characterized by bigger ponds is more likely to be detected than aquaculture consisting of rather
small ponds. That might also be caused by pixel-mixing effects [67], which make it difficult to identify
smaller aquaculture ponds.
In addition, our approach neglects natural waters that have been turned into aquaculture during
the observation period. Especially along the coasts of the PRD, additional aquaculture ponds have
been built in natural coastal floodplains, in the sea—by extending the coastline—or in inland waters.
However, we quantified this error by assessing natural water bodies for the first years of observation
(1984 for the YRD and 1990 for the PRD). The results show that this effect does matter for aquaculture
within the observed target deltas, but does not majorly affect our findings. However, we suggest
eliminating natural waters before assessing changes in aquaculture in further research. One option is to
manually extract them based on the GSW dataset. Another option is to apply the presented approach
by [68], which is based on feature extraction methods using Landsat imagery enabling the separation
of aquaculture from other water features. However, it is questionable that this can accurately be
performed for single aquaculture ponds solely based on Landsat data, and requires imagery with
higher spatial resolution [27].
Besides the stated limitations of this study, an overall accuracy of 89% was shown, revealing
a thorough accuracy for the presented approach. Furthermore, the spatio-temporal dynamics and
patterns of aquaculture of two river deltas have been detected, also highlighting similarities and
differences among the deltas. The approach itself can be applied on larger spatial scales, either by
using Landsat SR data or with the help of global datasets such as the used GSW product. The approach
is not site-specific; therefore, it is suitable for being used in other target regions. We revealed
aquaculture structures and dynamics that also have specific management implications and help
local authorities adapt their strategies to balance aquaculture production and conservation efforts
based on location, size, and hotspot patterns. For example, large aquaculture pond sizes reflect
intensified and commercial aquaculture production [8]. For shrimp farming, two general scenarios
for sustainable shrimp aquaculture exist [69]. These are designed for either small-scale producers or
industrial scale producers [69], which could be applied based on the revealed delta-specific conditions.
We demonstrated that objective measurements and analysis of aquaculture dynamics can be realized
by using remote sensing methodologies, not relying on other data sources.
6. Conclusions
Our findings reveal strong increases in aquaculture area for both deltas: the YRD and the PRD.
Both deltas belong to the top aquaculture producers in China. Thus, our results can serve as exemplary
for other coastal regions in Asia, and highlight the importance of assessing aquaculture objectively at
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large scales. As Asia has become the leading global aquaculture producer, contributing almost 90%
of the global quantity, further increases in aquaculture area have to be expected in China and Asia
in general. This is particularly hazardous for the sensitive coastal ecosystems, as many environmental
consequences of aquaculture expansion are already present and are likely to intensify in the future.
Based on the investigated deltas, the findings of this study suggest that aquaculture expansion is
not following equal spatio-temporal dynamics. Therefore, unique management efforts need to be
elaborated to guarantee human well-being and ecosystem functioning.
We combined Sentinel-1 derived aquaculture layers with Landsat data to guarantee the precise
mapping of the aquaculture ponds, and opened the possibility of exploiting the long-term data
availability of the Landsat fleet. Subsequently, we suggest using a combination of radar and Landsat
satellite data to robustly map the spatio-temporal dynamics of aquaculture.
Following up the results of this study, an assessment for the complete Asian coast would be the
next step in further research. Based on this, the detection of spatio-temporal dynamics for the coastal
areas would not be restricted to single delta regions, but rather show aquaculture development for the
entire coastline of Asia. Therefore, similarities and differences of delta versus non-delta regions could
be retrieved, also highlighting the strongest increases in aquaculture area over time along the Asian
coasts, and revealing possible indicators for the development of aquaculture expansions and dynamics.
This could also be compared for conservation areas versus non-conservation areas or wetland areas
versus non-wetland areas, which would have valuable implications for the management of coastal
regions across Asia.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Overview of thresholds that were manually assessed.
Year

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

YRD

0.15

0.13

0.12

0.15

0.15

0.05

0.15

0.10

0.15

0.10

0.10

0.08

0.10

0.15

0.10

0.11

0.10

PRD

−0.10

0.00

−0.10

−0.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

−0.05

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.04

Year

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

YRD

0.10

0.07

0.05

0.07

0.08

0.10

0.07

0.08

0.06

0.05

0.10

0.10

0.08

0.10

0.06

0.07

PRD

0.03

0.05

0.03

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.03
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